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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the infrared predictive maintenance program at DUNAFERR Steelworks (Hungary). The 
company produces approximately 1,500,000 metric tons of hot-rolled products per year with customers pri-
marily in Hungary and also worldwide. A brief overview of steelworks’ operation is included to acquaint those 
who are not familiar with this type of operation.  Developments in maintenance have led the staff to utilize an increasing quantity of information to develop an 
effective maintenance service for the company’s worldwide operations. To fulfill the requirement, the company 
established an information and diagnostic system.  This paper covers the inception of the IR survey program in the early 1990s, including how the infrared routes 
were established and the decisions on which equipment would be included in the routes. The IR program 
generally aimed at the following fields: Maintenance, Energy, Technology, Research, and R&D. The 
maintenance program was extended with vibration monitoring, oil analysis and laser alignment, which were 
started in the last few years. Examples of field problems diagnosed with infrared thermal imaging cameras are 
presented. Estimated cost savings and other benefits generated by the program are included where applicable. 
 
KEYWORDS:  IR surveys, infrared, thermography, maintenance, infrared route, substation thermography, 
complex diagnostic, vibration, oil analysis, trend. 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

Today DUNAFERR Company Group, headquartered in Dunaújváros, Hungary, with consolidated sales 
revenues of over HUF 170 billion, is a determinant enterprise in the Hungarian steel industry and one of the 
biggest production company groups in Hungary. DUNAFERR Company Group realizes a significant part of its 
sales revenues on foreign markets and has a determinant role in the Hungarian export volume regarding the 
quantities sold. Its most important partners are the countries of the European Union, out of them Germany 
and Italy. 
 
The production of the company group, which has a history of over half a century – according to present 
demands – is 1,330 kilotons of hot metal, 1,642 kilotons of LD steel and 1,404 kilotons of hot rolled finished 
products on a yearly basis. The vertical production structure produces the whole range of processed products 
(cold rolled sheets, coated sheets, cold bent steel sections, radiators, steel structures, custom-built 
equipment, etc.) on the basis of hot rolled sheet products. Metallurgy, steel processing and steel trade – the 
main activities – are integrated by additional branches of business such as energy supply, maintenance, 
logistics, manufacturing of machines and parts, construction industrial main contracting, etc. In 2003 the 
domestic sales of its main products (rolled flat products, profiles, and radiators) were 644 kilotons, and the 
export was 833 kilotons. 
 
The market share of the company group on the domestic steel market has been significant for years. The 
company provides individualized direct buyer-producer relationship service for the big customers, and a dif-
ferentiated service for small and medium-size customers. This is provided by its steel trade network estab-
lished nation-wide, the so-called center network. Mainly rolled products and cold rolled steel sections are dis-
tributed on its sites, but the overall range of metallurgical products can be provided throughout the organiza-
tion.  
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Figure 1.  The steel manufacturing process and DUNAFERR’s main technologies  
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The consistently rising demands on steel products lead to lot of optimization projects in the field and in Main-
tenance, Energetic, Technology, Research, and R&D. In maintenance and Energy there is a high potential to 
save costs. And more over we have to do continuously many things in Technology, Research, R & D fields 
because our company must fulfil the requirements of the market. The Diagnostic system and including the IR 
surveys can aid to fulfil these requirements. For example the predictive maintenance is one of the many pos-
sibilities for saving investments, spare parts and manpower. Therefore, condition monitoring aiding predictive 
maintenance based on complex diagnostic system (online and offline –routes- complex analysis) has also 
become more and more important at DUNAFERR within the last years. Because of the benefits of condition 
monitoring, the biggest portions of total savings are very often the avoidance of consequential damages and 
loss of production. 
 
DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 

The company’s complex diagnostic system was started in the 1990s. It consists of online and offline diagnos-
tic systems (measurements and data collected in inspection routes).  
 
Online diagnostic systems. 
In the company there are different online diagnostic systems. Figure 2 shows one of them. 
 

 
Figure 2. Online diagnostic system on an exhaust-fan in the steel plant.  

 
These systems measures every condition of machines what we need. For example temperature, vibration, 
rotary speed, electric current, power and so on. We use online diagnostics on both high value machines and 
those which are very important. 
 
Offline diagnostic system. 
The payback period for online monitoring of mill components sometimes too long; thus a cheaper system 
might be used. So we use offline diagnostics on other less important machines. The offline system consists of 
four principal components: 
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Vibration analysis 
We use offline vibration analysis on every other rotate machine such as electric motors, driving-gears, and 
gearboxes, which are not in the online diagnostic system. We can determine many machines’ part problems 
with this measurement: 
 

• Gearing defects 
o inner ring problem 
o outer ring problem 
o ball-bearing failure 
o ball-bearing ring failure 

 
• Gear-wheel problem 

o strip the gears down 
o gear abrasion 

 
• Imbalance  
• Misalignment 
• Cambered axle 
• Slack 

 

Figure 3. Vibration analysis with FFT spectrum analysis. 

 
Oil diagnosis 
In DUNAFERR there are two main oil systems: hydraulic and lubricating. To properly maintain a machine you 
need to know the changing condition of its lubricants and hydraulic oil. We decided to analyze the oil of the 
factory’s significant machines. With the oil analysis we review oil condition over time for every machine so we 
can change the oil on time and if there is any trouble with the machine we repair it as needed.  

Offline diagnostic systems 

IR survey Vibration analysis Oil diagnosis Other measurements 
and alignment
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Figure 4. Oil sampling with special device. 

 
Other measurements and alignment 
 
Meanwhile, we focused on additional measurement and alignment requirements. First, we contracted these 
services, but later we bought the necessary equipment to enabling us to provide the pertinent services to the 
whole company. These are the following measurements we use from day to day.  
 

• Laser measurement and alignment 
o Machine misalignment measurements and alignments 
o Plane control 
o Parallelism measurement and control 
o Crane rail checking 
o Other technologies measurement and alignments 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Machines misalignment measurement and alignment. 
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Measurements of thickness 

o Pipes (steam, water, blast-furnace gas, coke oven gas, natural gas) 
o Steel construction 
o Bunker 

 
Balance 

o exhaust ventilator’s blade wheel balance 
o machines balance 

 
Endoscope examinations 
 
 
IR survey 
The most important part of complex diagnostic system is the IR survey. In DUNAFERR we started the IR survey program 
in the early 1990s. The IR program is aimed at all fields: Maintenance, Energy, Technology, Research, and R&D. 
 
Maintenance 
In maintenance the main concerns are the machinery (see Figure 6), electrical systems including motors (see 
Figures 7 and 8), and substation condition (see Figure 9). 
 

Figure 6. Machine thermography. The thermal image shows a bearing problem. 

 

 
Figure 7. Substation thermography. The thermal image reveals a disconnector problem. 
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Figure 8. Electric motor heating problem examination. 

 

Energy inspections 
• Furnaces IR surveys 
o Blast furnace 
o Lime kiln 
o Coke oven 
o Reheating furnace (pusher type furnace) 
o Sintering furnace 
o Air heaters 
o Iron mixer and heating furnace  

 

 
 
Figure 9. Iron mixer and heating furnace refractory problem is revealed in the thermal image. 
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Figure 10. Lime kiln accumulation. 

 

 
 
Figure 11. Blast furnace air heater refractory problem. 
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Figure 12. Reheating furnace’s (pusher type furnace) pipe and door insulating problem. In these 
measurements we use this data for a Fettle survey and for determining the coefficient of efficiency 
and if it needs adjusting. 

 
Pipelines  
We inspect steam pipes and hot water pipes for insulation condition and to detect accumulations inside the 
pipes. We use thermography to detect internal accumulations in natural gas, blast furnace gas, and coke 
oven gas pipelines. 
 

 
Figure 13. Steam pipe insulation problem. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Blast furnace gas pipe accumulation (sediment) examination. 
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Technology 
Any problems in technology that have a thermal factor are revealed by thermography. The following pictures 
show examples.   

Figure 15. Across strip profile temperature diagram for checking cooling in hot-rolling mill. 

 

  
Figure 16. Continuous casting slab cooling examination. 
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Figure 17. Cast slab heating examination in hot-rolling mill (temperature changing alongside the slab). 

 

Research and development 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 18. Tensile strength test for checking “line surface defect”. 
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Figure 19. Slag detection and control of slag tapped with steel. 

 

 
Figure 20. Hot roll cylinder cooling control. 
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MAIN MACHINE GROUP — THE CUTTING-LENGTH-LINE MACHINE’S COMPLEX DIAGNOSIS 
In a hot rolling plant, the cutting-length-line machine plays a significant role in processing of coils. To avoid 
damage, maintenance has to assure that this machine group operates at peak efficiency. We decided to use 
a complex diagnostic procedure.  
 
Preparation for inspection 
 
First we establish the machine’s key condition parameters:  
 IR survey: Electric equipment (electric motor and connection) and parts of machines (gearing, clutch, lubri-
cant systems) failure exploration.  

 Vibration analysis: The FFT spectrum analysis can pinpoint single worn parts within complex machines 
such as gearboxes. Gears, clutch condition, and shaft misalignment can be monitored.  

 Oil diagnosis: By checking the oil quality and using ferrography we can reveal abrasion and detect if there is 
water in the oil.  

To measure these parameters we use the follow equipment: 
 IR survey (AGEMA LWB and FLIR SC 2000) 
 Vibration data logger (SKF FFT analyzer) 
 Oil diagnostic (MOL WEAR CHECK) 

 
Measurement 
We perform measurements on weekly routes. To facilitate evaluation, we developed a fault category system. 
For IR survey and vibration analysis evaluation of machines we use the following category and maintenance 
suggestion system: 
 

Table 1. Machine inspections—fault categories and evaluations/recommendations. 

Category Temperature 
(°C) 

RMS result 
(mm/s) 

ENV  
Result 
(gE) 

Classification Report: maintenance suggestion) 

1 0-40 0 – 1,5 0 – 0,5 Good Operation 
2 40-50 1,5 – 3,5 0,5 – 

1,0 
Satisfactory Conditional operation control 

3 50-65 3,5 – 7,0 1,0 – 
2,0 

Unsatisfac-
tory 
(standby) 

As soon as possible check or fix 

4 65 over 7,0 over 2,0 over Unaccept-
able 

Immediately check and fix or stop 

 
 
Applied system of fault category for electric parts: 
For IR survey evaluation we use the following category and maintenance suggestion system: 
 

Table 2. Electrical inspections—fault categories and evaluations/recommendations 

Category Temperature difference 
(°C) 

Classification Report (maintenance suggestion) 

1 0 Good Operation 
2 0-5 Satisfactory Conditional operation control 
3 5-35 Unsatisfactory 

(standby) 
As soon as possible checking or fixing 

4 35 over Unacceptable Immediately checking and fixing or stop 
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Using trend analysis 
We use trend analysis for following machine’s parts fault and to decide the time for repairing the problem. For 
example, Figure 21 shows vibration speed trend of a gearbox’s cogwheel.  
 

 
Figure 21. Vibrations speed trend 1xGMF (1-2) and determination of repair time (blue arrow). 
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Figure 22. The increasing heating of input shaft gears is revealed by a series of thermal images taken over a 5-week 
period. The temperature trend is shown in the graph, and the time of repair is established (blue arrow). 

 
Using the system of fault categories along with trend analysis, we can successfully track changing machine 
condition and detect the beginnings of part failure. Last year, we were able to avoid unexpected breakdowns 
of machines. We could pinpoint incipient problems and set optimal times for repair. In Figure 23, we 
dismantled the machine at the time of repair and found a faulty gear wheel and ball bearing.  
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Figure 23. (left) Gearing ball-bearing ring problem. (right) Gearbox cogwheel problem. 

 
Consequences 
Our maintenance program has accrued significant cost savings and other benefits. In the second half of 2003 
we preempted about 43 hours loss of output, equivalent to 2150 tons of product loss. Because of the success 
of this offline diagnostic program we have recommended using an online diagnostic system on the cutting-
length-line machine. The online system provides continuous monitoring of machine for us. 
 
SUMMARY 

We have been using thermography for 14 years at DUNAFERR. IR surveys are an important component of 
the overall DUNAFERR maintenance diagnostic system. We use IR everywhere in the company for mainte-
nance, energy, and research and development applications— everywhere where is important to know the cur-
rent temperature and its rate of change. This paper only partially addresses the value of IR surveys in 
DUNAFERR. In addition to using infrared thermal imaging cameras for inspecting production equipment we often
use them to solve other types of problems (for example, evaluating building insulation). Meanwhile, we have installed online 
temperature measurement system in our steel and hot rolling mills as a result of the demonstrated value of 
our offline IR survey program in achieving significant cost savings and assessing the condition of our ma-
chines. 
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